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Urban living, extended screen time, and reduced 
physical activity are factors contributing to fewer 
green space play opportunities for children. Habitat 
Systems Inc., Western Canada’s largest company of 
outdoor playspace designers, wants to help children 

reconnect with nature and discover the beauty of the  
outdoors. Using elements from nature and natural 
products, we create learning environments that offer 
a high play value and promote healthy development 
through play in natural playscape settings. 

Natural Outdoor 
Learning Environments
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Log Climbers

* 12”-14” diameter
* 12’ length

Available Configurations:

* Hornby (5 logs) 
* Cortes (7 Logs)
* Texada (9 Logs)
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Log Steppers

* 13”-16” in diameter

Available Configurations:

* Cypress (5 Logs)
* Grouse (7 Logs)
* Seymour (9 Logs)



Pogo Poles

* 9”-12” diameter
* 7’-9’ height

Available Configurations:

* Yoho (5 Logs)
* Banff (7 Logs)
* Jasper (9 Logs)
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Round Table

* 3’, 4’, or 5’ diameter
* 22”-36” height

Log Seats

* 13”-16” diameter
* 15” height
* Free standing

Playhouse

* 4’x4’ base
* 6’ height
* Red cedar batten board roof
* Two benches and floor
* Available with table

Tables

* 4”x6” timber top
* 22” width
* 6’, 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, or 16’ lengths
* Custom lengths available

Benches

* 4”x6” timber top
* 16 1/2” seating width
* 6’, 8’, 10’, 12’, 14’, or 16’ lengths
* Custom lengths available
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Sandbox

* 6”x6” sides
* 8’x8’, 8’x10’, or 8’x12’
* 2 or 3 course wall height option
* 2”x6” yellow cedar cap
* Sand covers available

Optional Shed Roof for Sandbox

* 10’x10’, 10’x12’, or 10’x14’ 
* Batten board (red cedar) or SunTuf roof

Mud Kitchen

* 2’x5’, 2’x7’, 2’x9’ options available
* 22” height, 25” depth
* One sink for 5’ or 7’ models
* Two sinks for 9’ model
* Four “burners” and four knobs

Chalkboard

* 4’ by 8’
* Framed

Outdoor Desk

* 28” length, 24” width, 23” height
* 15” seat height
* Left and right hand options available
* 4 desks create picnic table 
arrangement
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Log Circle

* 6 x 3’ slabbed logs
* 9” height, 12”-14” width

Step Bridge

* 76” length, 39” width, 38” height
* 4 x 5” risers with 2”x8” tread

Bridge

* 78” length, 42” width, 37” height
* Accessible

Crawl Tunnel

* 59” length, 52” width, 3’ height
* Available with or without turf



Contact Habitat Systems today to start your project:
www.habitat-systems.com  |  Toll Free 1 (866) 422-4828

Ready to 
Start Planning?

Habitat Systems has worked with thousands of groups on their playground projects – and we want to 
assist you! We offer the following services:  

 » exciting themed and inclusive focused designs «
 » unique add-on play items, such as sandboxes and gardens «

 » thoughtful designs focused on your wish list «
 » 3D layouts to see how your area will look once installed «
 » experienced assistance with step-by-step project planning «

 » complimentary site visits and presentations «
 » installation services, including supervised & community installs «

 » a team of knowledgeable employees dedicated to providing unparalleled service «


